SPY VS SPY VS SPY
Years ago, did you ever see the little cartoon called 'spy vs. spy'? They had a
black spy and a white spy (clothes not skin) and they fought all the time- and sometimes
there was a gray one too spy vs. spy vs. spy. WELL I think this is what we are seeing in
the denomination as all one has to do to really understand what is going on is to study
the methods and what of working of the Js. We have J vs. J and J vs. J vs. J. and the
losers are sdas who get caught up in the intrigue.
The Js will pretend to be on whatever side and pretend to fight against other Js
playing a role. I SAW it done in front of my eyes in ___ there was a 'pastor' who had just
come back from going in to Andrews for to 'upgrade' his education--the denomination
forces the older ones to do this or there is the door--use it.
He was J. to the core--I don't know if it was real or acquired--but he was. He also
had a wife that was something else! First thing he did was run the church deep into
debt. (That is what Js are trained to do) Then he started changing times of meetings -so people became confused as to when they should come to church Sabbath AM.
Anyway--I could go on and on. BUT the people got miffed with him and began to
want him out of there--So the conference sends down a man--(spy vs. spy) and this guy
put on such a show of reprimanding this 'pastor' and at first I believed it--but as I heard
him speak I saw he was only acting a part--The people pressed towards him and the
other pastor was soon removed and someone worse was put in--called the communion
the Eucharist etc. BUT I could see clearly-- it was spy vs. spy-- J vs. J-- acting to
deceive the people. If you had been there you could have seen it to--it was clumsy in its
obviousness.
BUT no doubt some much more accomplished Js are doing the same thing in
larger places. One sign they can never hide though is their conceited arrogance-- you
can smell it on them! By getting to know how they work, you can see them and their
protégés at work. BUT we just need to be careful, stay on the wall and keep building
and let the Js J and the spies spy--God will deal with them soon and in the end, once
the crisis hits--No more spy vs. spy--Take this text-promise very much to heart.
Isa 52:1 Awake, awake; put on thy strength, O Zion; put on thy beautiful
garments, O Jerusalem, the holy city: for henceforth there shall no more come
into thee the uncircumcised and the unclean.
2 Shake thyself from the dust; arise, and sit down, O Jerusalem: loose thyself
from the bands of thy neck, O captive daughter of Zion.
3 For thus saith the LORD, Ye have sold yourselves for nought; and ye shall be
redeemed without money.

